INTRODUCTION {#sec1-1}
============

The actions of androgens such as testosterone and dihydrotestosterone are mediated via the androgen receptor (AR), a ligand-activated intracellular transcription factor belonging to the family of steroid hormone receptors (SHRs).[@ref1][@ref2] The SHRs act in cell type- and gene-specific manners to regulate numerous physiological and pathological processes including carbohydrate metabolism, lipid metabolism, inflammation, cancer, and cardiovascular disease.[@ref3][@ref4][@ref5] It is well known that steroid hormones exert most of their biological effects through their receptors at the level of gene regulation.[@ref6][@ref7][@ref8] The SHRs pass signals from a steroid/hormone to the target genes by interacting with specific response element DNA sequences and various coregulatory proteins that consist of activators and/or corepressors.[@ref9][@ref10][@ref11] Because the outcome of SHR transcriptional complexes is determined regarding the target genes expression, any dysregulation of SHR function may perturb normal homeostasis resulting into the development of malignant phenotypes.[@ref12][@ref13][@ref14] The structural organization of SHRs and its classical mechanisms of actions ([**Figure 1**](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) suggests the presence of at least three major functional domains: N-terminal (NTD)-, DNA binding (DBD)-, and C-terminal ligand binding (LBD)- domain.[@ref15] Within the NTD lies a constitutively active, activation function-1 (AF1) and AF2 in the LBD that acts in a ligand-dependent manner. It is well established that the transcriptional activities of both AF1 and AF2 are regulated through their respective interactions with a specific set of coregulatory proteins including coactivators and corepressors.[@ref16][@ref17][@ref18][@ref19] Although either AF1 or AF2 alone may be capable of regulating transcription to some extent, full transcriptional activation by SHRs usually requires functional synergy between them.[@ref20]

![General dynamics and mechanism of SHR action. **(a)** Schematic representation of the domain organization of SHRs, showing the LBD, DBD and the structurally distinct NTD. **(b)** In the absence of hormone, the SHR is complexed with co-chaperone molecules (green) in the cytoplasm. The NTD/AF1 exists in an ID conformation, compared with the well-ordered DBD and LBD. Potential phosphorylation sites in the NTD indicated as (P). Other potential posttranslational modifications such as acetylation, methylation, and sumoylation are not shown. The binding of hormone (1) causes structural rearrangement leading to translocation to the nucleus and binding to DNA response elements and coregulatory proteins (light *blue*) (2). During this process, NTD/AF1 undergoes disorder-order transition, resulting in the folding of NTD/AF1. In this folded conformation, AF1/NTD surfaces are well suited for the interaction with specific coactivators, binding of which further influences the conformation of NTD/AF1 and facilitates the assembly of the transcription initiation complex in a promoter-specific manner.](AJA-18-682-g001){#F1}

There is still a major gap in our understanding of the regulatory mechanisms by which AR functions in a tissue- and gene-specific manner remain unclear, which has hampered drug discovery with improved tissue and target gene selectivity. The AR is an important therapeutic target in prostate cancers, and the "Holy Grail" for AR as therapeutic targets is the potential to confine their actions by small-molecule ligands/hormones to specific cell/tissue types and gene targets.[@ref21] Binding of agonistic or antagonistic ligands leads to different allosteric changes in AR, allowing them to exert positive or negative effects on the expression of target genes in a differential manner depending on the physiological and genetic context of the cell.[@ref22][@ref23][@ref24][@ref25][@ref26][@ref27] The most widely used small-molecule ligands target the ligand binding pocket and exhibit varying degrees of agonist or antagonist activities associated AF2 orientation.[@ref28]

However, current steroid receptor modulators (SRMs) generally lack this level of selectivity and have the additional problem of the development of resistance over time.[@ref29] This has emerged as a major clinical problem, requiring the development of novel agents to circumvent resistance in many cancer patients including castration-resistant prostate cancer. This, in part, is because rational structure-based design of SRMs has by necessity been limited to available crystal structures of LBD and thereby neglecting the highly flexible and intrinsically disordered (ID) NTD for which no refined three-dimensional structure is available as yet.[@ref30][@ref31][@ref32] This is despite the fact that NTD/AF1 is functionally important for tissue-specific activities of SHRs and has a critical role in allosteric modulation of intact receptors through its structural dynamics and flexibility.[@ref33] It is, therefore, critical to investigate the possibility of development of modulators that act to control NTD/AF1 activity. However, until recently, NTD/AF1 was thought to be an unattractive drug target, mainly due to its ID conformation.[@ref33] Recently, a small-molecule was found to interact with NTD/AF1 of the AR and differentially disrupt both AF1-coactivator binding and subsequent AF1-regulated target gene expression in castration-resistant prostate cancer.[@ref34][@ref35] The significance of these findings lies in the possibility of therapeutically targeting ID NTD/AF1 surfaces directly or indirectly by allosteric modulations to achieve desired effects.[@ref36][@ref37][@ref38] Therefore, a better understanding of structure/function properties of the NTD/AF1 is essential for facilitating the development of improved therapeutic targeting of AR in prostate cancer. In this review article, we discuss how structural flexibility and dynamics of the AR, particularly the NTD/AF1, is an emerging area of investigation, which could be exploited for drug development and therapeutic targeting of prostate cancer.

ROLE OF ANDROGEN RECEPTOR IN PROSTATE CANCER {#sec1-2}
============================================

Prostate cancer contains phenotypically and functionally distinct cells, and this cellular heterogeneity poses clinical challenges as the distinct cell types likely respond differently to various therapies. The AR is present in many human tissues; and the AR-signaling pathway is essential for maintaining normal metabolic function, cell proliferation, and homeostasis and is an important component in the early pathogenesis of prostate cancer.[@ref39] Most of the biological effects of androgens are mediated through the androgen receptor (AR) at the level of gene regulation.[@ref40] The cellular growth of neoplastic prostate cells is dependent on the androgen-AR interaction, which plays a pivotal role in the progression of metastatic prostate cancer.[@ref41] This AR signaling axis is considered to be the main target for hormonal therapy and has extensively been exploited for the treatment of prostate cancer. Therefore, therapeutic targeting of AR has provided a useful remedial tool to develop hormone-based therapies for the management of prostate cancer and has extensively been exploited for the treatment of prostate cancer.[@ref42] Clinical studies have been investigated to determine the potential of AR as prognosis or diagnostic markers for prostate cancer.[@ref42][@ref43][@ref44][@ref45][@ref46] Dissection of the signaling pathways responsible for AR activities has made a major contribution to the treatment of prostate cancer, and small-molecule, SRMs have been used as therapeutic tools using their cell/tissue-specific partial agonist/antagonist activities.[@ref30][@ref31][@ref32]

Similarly, the AR and the modulators of its activity play a critical role in prostate cancer development and progression,[@ref47][@ref48] and various endocrine-based therapies are directed toward inhibiting AR activity.[@ref49][@ref50] The androgen biosynthesis inhibitor abiraterone and the anti-androgen enzalutamide have been shown to prolong survival in randomized clinical trials both pre- and post-chemotherapy and are now in routine clinical uses. With the use of these drugs and other novel survival-prolonging therapeutics, patients with advanced prostate cancer are now living longer with better quality of life. However, there are reports suggesting that a significant proportion of prostate cancer may be resistant to androgen ablation for which the exact mechanism is still under investigation.[@ref51][@ref52] It is well appreciated that AR heterogeneity becomes more pronounced in castration-resistant prostate cancers than in the primary tumors and activation of alternative AR signaling in prostate cancer cells may promote cell proliferation under androgen-deprived environment.[@ref53][@ref54]

ROLE OF INTRINSICALLY DISORDERED REGIONS/DOMAINS IN THE STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS OF THE AR {#sec1-3}
=====================================================================================

The structural analyses of SHR proteins illustrate the complexity of multiple mechanisms of allosteric regulation imparted upon SRMs, DNA, or coregulatory protein bindings. The consequences of such allosteric regulations can result into multiple SHR surfaces that can be engaged in protein-protein interactions in a selective and reversible manner. These interactions coupled with allosteric regulations seem to provide the possible means that could influence the SHRs' target-specific transcriptional activity ([**Figure 2**](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The significance of these findings lies not just in providing evidence for tissue/cell-specific selectivity of AF1 and AF2, but also in illustrating the possibility of therapeutically targeting these receptor functions to achieve tissue-restricted effects. Until recently, the prevalent view in biology was that the specific function and its potential as a drug target of a given protein is determined by its unique globular structure, the so-called "lock and key" hypothesis. However, in recent years, we have learned that many important transcription factor proteins possess large stretches of amino acid sequences that do not automatically adopt a well-defined three-dimensional structure rather they exist as dynamic ensembles of interconverting conformers that collectively appear to be unstructured. These unstructured protein regions have been termed "intrinsically disordered" (ID) under specific physiological conditions ([**Figure 3**](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).[@ref55][@ref56][@ref57][@ref58][@ref59][@ref60] The significance of such ID domains/regions is that their conformational flexibility creates large protein surfaces that allow macromolecular interactions with high specificity and low affinity through coupled binding and folding, an important functional property of SHRs in gene regulation.[@ref55][@ref56][@ref57][@ref58][@ref59][@ref60]

![Factors affecting disorder-order transition of the SHRs' AF1/NTD. **(a)** As such NTD/AF1 exists in an ID conformation compared to well-ordered DBD and LBD. **(b)** Under the influence of factors shown, NTD/AF1 undergoes disorder-order transition, resulting into the folding of NTD/AF1. **(c)** In this conformation, AF1/NTD surfaces are well suited for its interaction with specific coactivators, binding of which further influences the conformation of NTD/AF1 and facilitates the formation of AF1-coactitors assembly in a promoter-specific manner to regulate the expression of target gene(s). **(d)** In cells/tissues where there is an excess level of expression of an AF1 binding partner (e.g., proteins from basal transcription machinery), AF1 can directly interact with it and regulate the expression of target gene(s).](AJA-18-682-g002){#F2}

![ID sequences exist in an ensemble of conformers, which collectively appear to be unstructured. Each conformer is in a reversible equilibrium with each other. Except for a very small fraction, which may be relatively well ordered (shown in center), all other conformers possess the characteristics of random coil. However, the equilibrium is always shifted towards random conformers.](AJA-18-682-g003){#F3}

It is now well-accepted fact that these ID regions/domains promote molecular recognition such that ID regions can undergo disorder-order transition through these interactions.[@ref55][@ref56] It has been predicted that almost 75% of cancer-associated proteins possess long ID regions/domains, which play a critical role in cell cycle control, transcriptional and translational regulation, and signal transduction.[@ref61][@ref62][@ref63][@ref64] The amino acid sequences of the NTD of the SHRs have poor sequence homology and are much less conserved than DBD and LBD.[@ref61] Despite this, NTD of all the SHRs, which contain AF1, are reported to exist as ID sequences.[@ref61] Due to their regulation through specific interactions, SHRs are tightly regulated through the allosteric coupling, and SHRs' ID AF1/NTD generally allows allosteric modulations through inter- and intra-molecular interactions.[@ref33][@ref61][@ref62] As a result, SHRs can switch from one functional state to another by selective stabilization of different ID NTD/AF1 conformations. Identification of different binding events and subsequent allosteric coupling is likely to play an important role in developing improved therapeutic interventions for endocrine-based cancers. Therapeutic targeting of SHRs is presently restricted due to a limited knowledge of the function and structure of the ID NTD/AF1, and thereby missing the full signaling spectrum of the SHR activity, which is a critical component of cell/tissue-specific effects of the receptor. Recent studies have shown that highly flexible and structurally dynamic NTD/AF1 of SHRs can be exploited as drug targets for endocrine-related cancers, thereby opening unique opportunities for development of new and novel small-molecule that could block/inhibit SHR-coregulatory protein interactions outside the LBD/AF2.[@ref34][@ref35][@ref37][@ref38]

Like other SHRs, the AR NTD also exists as an ID protein and undergoes disorder/order transition under specific cellular conditions such that AR AF1\'s interaction with specific coregulatory proteins including p160 group of proteins and subsequent AR-mediated transcriptional activity is significantly enhanced.[@ref65] It is important to note that protein-protein interactions with the NTD/AF1 are essential for AR transcriptional activity.[@ref65] Therefore, small-molecule inhibitors that can disrupt essential protein-protein interactions from active transcriptional complexes involving AR NTD/AF1 could be a potential avenue to block/inhibit AR activity. Targeting ID regions of proteins by small-molecule to block protein-protein interactions is a rapidly evolving field, which provides potential for small-molecule inhibitors to have a sustained therapeutic effect. The AR NTD as a viable target for *in vivo* intervention was first suggested by application of decoy molecules that demonstrated AR specificity and antitumor activity.[@ref65] These studies not only provided much-needed proof of principle for developing inhibitors to target the ID AR AF1/NTD but also led to a novel concept in the off targeting SHRs beyond AF2/LBD surfaces.

STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS OF ANDROGEN RECEPTOR AND CASTRATION-RESISTANT PROSTATE CANCER {#sec1-4}
=================================================================================

Prostate cancers are commonly called androgen-sensitive or androgen-dependent prostate cancers. Over time, however, prostate cancer tends to relapse and progresses into an incurable state which is refractory to androgen deprivation therapy. The AR is an important driver of prostate cancer, and while treatment for early-stage disease using combinations of androgen ablation or anti-androgen therapy is often successful, resistance almost inevitably occurs, and patients progress to advanced castration-resistant prostate cancer (CRPC) for which treatment options are limited. Preclinical and clinical data have demonstrated the requirement of AR in CRPC, yet how it functions under these conditions is not fully resolved.[@ref66][@ref67][@ref68][@ref69] Several studies have shown that the mechanism in CRPC development involves AR amplification, AR mutation, and aberrant AR co-regulators activities in prostate cancer cells. One mechanism that has been identified for CRPC is the expression of AR splice variants, which are truncated within the LBD and therefore fail to bind to ligand yet are transcriptionally active ([**Figure 4**](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In recent years, the role of AR splice variant expression in the progression of CRPC has been extensively studied.[@ref70][@ref71] These AR splice variants are generated through random RNA splicing, resulting into truncated AR proteins, some of which instead of losing function, activate AR pathway in the absence of androgens.[@ref70][@ref71]

![A schematic representation of various AR Splice Variants: Various forms of RNA splicing can rearrange the exons involved in the DNA binding domain, ligand binding domain, and NH2 terminal binding domain, resulting in constitutively active ARs that are unresponsive to androgens altogether.](AJA-18-682-g004){#F4}

The CRPC is associated with significant morbidity and mortality, and the majority of patients develop painful bone metastases. An enhanced understanding of the mechanisms behind the development of CRPC has led to the development of several new targeted agents that are now making their way into the clinic and have improved treatment outcomes for patients. The AR variants are believed to drive prostate tumorigenesis in the absence of hormone through activation of transcriptional networks regulated entirely by the ID NTD/AF1. The most widely observed splice variant, AR-V7 contains an intact AR NTD and DBD appended to a unique 16-residue sequence that replaces the LBD.[@ref70] The AR-V7 has been shown in wild-type AR-positive prostate cancer cells to be essential for proliferation in the absence of hormone, and in androgen-resistant tumor xenografts models to be a driver of relapsed tumors under castrate conditions.[@ref71] Therapy-resistant forms of AR lacking the LBD underscore the importance of targeting the NTD for the development of more effective prostate cancer therapies. Mechanisms proposed for the continued transcriptional activity of the AR in spite of castrate levels of circulating androgens include ligand-independent activation of the AR through its NTD/AF1 in the absence of ligand. Cell- and gene-specific regulation of AR results from its recruitment of different coregulatory proteins, and therefore AR variants lacking specific regions of the AR could be hypothesized to be devoid of protein interfaces or to have new interfaces for the recruitment of different subsets of coregulatory proteins.

The AR NTD/AF1 is the major activation domain for the AR\'s transcriptional activity irrespective of the presence or absence of ligands.[@ref34][@ref35] Targeting the AR NTD with decoy molecules has been shown to possess antitumor activity *in vivo*.[@ref34][@ref35] Therefore, there is a strong rationale for developing small molecule that specifically bind the AR NTD to block activity in CRPC. However, one challenge in developing small-molecule capable of blocking the AR NTD/AF1 activity has been its highly flexible ID conformation as discussed earlier, in general for all the SHRs, which in turn has precluded high throughput screening of small-molecule inhibitors. Recent studies have circumvented this problem by using cell-based screening protocols that led to the identification of one NTD antagonist, EPI-001.[@ref34][@ref35] In these studies, it was found that the treatment of CRPC xenograft tumors with EPI-001 resulted into tumor regression[@ref34][@ref35] by inducing apoptosis and reducing proliferation. EPI-001 was also found to inhibit constitutively active AR by binding to NTD but not to the LBD.[@ref72] Despite the ID nature of all SHRs' NTD, EPI-001 was specific for inhibiting AR and had no effect on the activities of other related SHRs.[@ref72] Biophysical analysis revealed that EPI-001 altered the folding of AR\'s ID AF1 region such that AF1\'s interaction with specific coregulatory proteins, which are reported to have higher levels of expression in CRPC, was inhibited. Further, EPI-001 inhibited AR\'s N/C interaction and androgen-induced expression of *PSA* and *TMPRSS2* androgen-responsive genes.[@ref72]

SUMMARY AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES {#sec1-5}
===============================

Since the cloning of the first SHR in the mid-80s, the scientific community has made phenomenal progress toward the understanding of the structure-function relationships of the SHRs, which has been of tremendous help in designing small-molecule drugs for SHR-based therapeutics. However, as we have started to learn more and more about the structural dynamics and allosteric regulations that govern the actions of SHRs in a cell/tissue- and gene- specific manner, it has become quite evident that without a deep understanding of how these factors influence the full spectrum of the SHRs' activities, achieving target-specific inhibitors to block SHR functions in endocrine-related cancers will result into mixed outcomes. The success with solving the three-dimensional structure of some full-length nuclear receptors has given a much-needed boost toward these goals.[@ref73] Further recent developments of the functional and structural understandings of the ID NTD together with the allosteric coupling have opened up the possibility of investigating the drug targets beyond the LBD/AF2. Thus, the emerging point of view is that to access the entire SHR-signaling spectrum for the development of novel and potent therapeutic agents, we must gain further insights into how modulation of the structural dynamics of intact SHRs controls receptor function. In this context, identifying potential avenues that could modify the structural dynamics of the ID NTD/AF1 domain may provide opportunities to design more effective and target-specific SRMs for clinical applications.
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